The 3D flow fields around a Tidal-Jet Generator (TJG) are investigated in a tide-like oscillating flow using a finite-difference numerical scheme, named NS-MAC-TIDE based on the fully 3D Navier-Stokes (NS) equations. The TJG is an enclosed rectangular breakwater, which has vertical opening and a large enclosed volume inside. During both phases of tide, strong and uni-directional jets can be obtained locally from the inlet of the TJG, due to the water level difference between the inner and outer sides of breakwater.
Introduction
In the vicinity of tidal inlets such as estuary, river/bay mouths and port entrances, tide-induced currents are significant to coastal and marine environmental engineering. Furthermore, in the presence of a narrow entrance, currents can produce a strong and uni-directional localized jet flow in the neighborhood of a sudden constriction. The jet is known as a tide-induced jet (or tidal jet) when it is due solely to the tidal forcing. During both phases of the tide, the flow issuing from the inlet forms a turbulent jet and generates eddy pairs of high vorticity near the head of jet. The large-eddy vortex pair created by the jet entrains the surrounding waters; consequently affecting the water mass distribution and transport processes in the domain of influence of the jet. Momentum dissipation in the jet grows gradually as the flow develops, due to the influence of vorticity at the head of the jet. These hydromechanical processes are repeated persistently on both sides of the inlet, with a period equal to that of the tide. Consequent effects on sediment and mass transport phenomena are to be expected.
In order to utilize the effect of tidal jet and to make the coastal environmental control in a stagnated area where the resolved nutrients and/or the littoral effluent materials concentrate, a Tidal-Jet Generator (TJG) was proposed to induce a jet flow by tidal motion1). The TJG is an enclosed rectangular breakwater, which has vertical opening and a large enclosed volume inside. During both phases of tide, strong and uni-directional jets can be obtained locally from the inlet of the TJG, due to the water level difference between the inner and outer sides of breakwater. The residual time of a pollutant may be decreased by this flow. It means that the TJG can be used as a flushing system for water purification.
In the present study, the 3D flow fields around a TJG are investigated in a tide-like oscillating flow using a finite-difference numerical scheme, named NS-MAC-TIDE based on the fully 3D Navier-Stokes (NS) equations. The maximum intensity of the jets are numerically predicted and the relating processes of the jets are reproduced using a finite-differencing scheme. Boundary values are updated at each time step by a finite-difference time-marching scheme in the framework of a rectangular coordinate system. The Poisson equation for the pressure is solved iteratively using the Richardson method. Free-surface movement is satisfied by the dynamic and kinematic conditions.
The computed results are extensively compared with other numerical models and the hydraulic experiments1 (1)
where,
In the above equations, u=(u,v ,w) is the velocity vector, p the pressure, t the time, V the gradient operator, v the kinematic viscosity for laminar flow, vs the eddy viscosity coefficient of the subgrid-scale (SGS) turbulence model, and f is the external force including the gravitational acceleration. The density p is assumed constant over the fluid region. The SGS turbulence model is introduced in the same manner in Ref (2 
where, (12a)
Here, the subscript (i,j) indicates the discretized location of wave-height. The solution of discretized equation (11) can be obtained by standard Gaussian-elimination. The dynamic free-surface condition of equation (8) in the area where the tidal jet motion is occurred violently.
The residual flow will sweep out the resolved nutrients and/or the littoral effluent materials from the front area where is originally stagnant.
In Fig. 7 
In the figure, the maximum strength of shear stress is indicated when the jets are formed from the inlet at both maximum ebbing and flooding: t=(1/4)T and (3/4)T, respectively. At the moment, the maximum shear velocity converted from bed shear stress is estimated at 0.35(cm/s) due to the jet formation around the inlet, then the limitations of grain size for suspended load and bed load are approximately 0.065 and 0.0055(mm), respectively 11). From the above result, the sand drift in suspension may be occurred easier than that in bed load under the current situation. 
In equation (15), So{ is the turbulent Schmidt number chosen as 0. 7 12), and the concentration C can be assumed like as pollutants, water nutrients or littoral effluent materials etc. The concentration field was introduced after the second tide From this study, it seems that the NS-MAC-TIDE method is quite adaptable to predict the maximum inlet velocity with high accuracy and to reproduce the flow characteristics around a TJG. Fundamentally, however, all the above statements should be treated with caution as all discussed situations are for model-based works, rather than for a real situation.
Concluding Remarks
The 3D flow fields around a TJG deliberating over coastal environmental control are investigated in a tide-like oscillating flow using a finite-difference numerical scheme, named NS-MAC-TIDE based on the fully 3D Navier-Stokes (NS) equations.
The maximum intensity of the jets is numerically predicted by NS-MAC-TIDE and compared with the experiments by Furukawa et al. 1). The computed results are also extensively compared with three other independently developed numerical models. It is apparent that the fully 3D numerical models can predict the maximum intensity of inlet velocity with high accuracy compared with the empirical function proposed from the experiment. It seems to be clear that fully 3D fluid motions play an important role to discuss the detailed structure and mechanism in the nonlinear phenomena of coasts.
From this study it is verified that the locally-induced jet flow through the inlet of a TJG can decrease the residual time of a pollutant distributed around the outside of inlet, tidal energy can be utilized to influence the local marine environment by providing a flushing mechanism for water purification. 
